
 

The best all natural dust 
control for Equine Facilities

+ Ecologically & 
 Environmentally Safe 
+ Simple & Easy to Apply

+ Human, Animal, Marine Life 
 & Vegetation Safe

+  100% Ultra-Pure Active 
 Ingredients (No Diluting & Mixing) 

+  Reduces Water Usage by min. 90%

+ Actively Re-workable 
 & Self-Healing Performance

+  No Curing for Immediate Results

+  Ultraviolet Ray Resistant

+  Cumulative Effect 
 with Maintenance

+  Self-Penetrating 
 & Wetting Properties

+  Completely Odorless

Science & Nature’s Best

Enviro Equine EcoCareRX is a revolutionary patented, state-of-the-art 

synthetic dust suppression fluid; engineered for today’s most challenging 

intense-use dust control needs. This ultra-pure non-petroleum based fluid 

with GTL technology is made from clean, plentiful natural gas and is distinc-

tively crystal clear, odorless and formulated to meet the highest standards 

of environmental efficacy. 

The concept is simple: long-term wetting action. The liquid is totally benign 

with regard to equestrian health concerns and control the dust in extreme 

situations by wetting out the soil and aggregate to create a lengthy solution 

by coating and agglomerating particles. Additionally, the chemical makeup 

of the various products allows them to weigh down dust particles as water 

would, with the extra benefit that they doesn’t evaporate or freeze. Plus, En-

viro Equine’s dust-alleviating product does not stick to horse hooves, human 

shoes or car tires and only needs to be applied once every six months to two 

years, dependent upon individual criteria. Enviro Equine EcoCareRX creates 

a long-term solution by mixing with the soil instead of being topically ap-

plied. If you are tired of constantly watering and maintaining areas prone to 

producing dust, periodically implementing this new offering will allow for 

current watering practices, base replenishment and dust production to be 

improved by 90 to 95 percent across the board.

Controls dust in the most extreme and intense-use situations
ECOCARERX

Safe for Animals & People
Non-Dissipating
Does not Freeze

614 S. Capital of Texas Hwy
Austin, TX 78746

EnviroEquine & PET
enviroequine.com

1-800-218-1571
info@enviroequine.com

LONG TERM WETTING ACTION FOR WALKING 
PATHS, RIDING ARENAS AND ROADS

NON-CORROSIVE

SAFE FOR ALL EQUIPMENT

NON-HAZARDOUS

NON-TOXIC

CARBOXYLIC ACID 
AND FATTY ACID FREE


